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A bstract
Two algebraic number fields K ,  K '  are said to be arithmetically equivalent if 
every prime number p  has the same splitting type in K  as in K ' . Many equivalent 
formulations of arithmetic equivalence are known. The best-known of these is: K  
and K '  are arithmetically equivalent if and only if their Dedekind zeta functions 
coincide. This dissertation provides a surprising new formulation:
K  and K '  are arithmetically equivalent if and only if for all prime 
numbers p , outside a given set of density zero, the number Qk {p ) of prime 
factors of p  in K  is equal to the number q k 1 (p) of prime factors of p  in K ' .
This is of interest because it makes reference only to the splitting numbers 
9 k {p ) i 9 k '(p ) and not to the inertia degrees of the prime factors of p  involved.
This theorem has many non-trivial consequences.
v
Chapter I - Introduction
I.1: H istorical Background
This dissertation rests on two historic strands, each one reaching back over a 
century. First, in 1871 R. Dedekind introduced his zeta function and showed its 
central importance for studying arithmetic (see [D]). Then in 1880, L. Kronecker 
initiated the program of characterizing number fields by their laws of decomposition, 
also known as splitting laws (see [Kr]). Surely these two giants saw connections 
between zeta functions and splitting laws, but nothing explicit was stated by either.
In 1916, M. Bauer [B] made the first significant progress on Kronecker’s pro­
gram, by showing that normal extensions of the field Q of rational numbers are 
characterized by the set of prime numbers that have a factor of degree 1 in K .
Ten years later, in 1926, Gassmann [G] showed the existence of two non­
isomorphic number fields K , K '  with identical splitting laws. Unbeknownst to him, 
Gassmann had constructed two non-conjugate fields with the same Dedekind zeta 
function. (Today we know that this is the cause of equal splitting laws.) As re­
marked in [K], Gassmann’s example seemed to doom Kronecker’s program, and no 
further progress was made for the next forty years.
In 1966, Lewis-Schinzel-Zassenhaus [L-S-Z] revitalized Kronecker’s program by 
generalizing Bauer’s Theorem to certain not-necessarily-normal extensions, the so- 
called bauerian fields. This has been further extended in the work of Jehne [Jl], 
[J2] and Klingen [K]. Jehne calls two number fields K  and K ' Kronecker equivalent 
when the set of prime numbers having a degree one factor in K  coincides, up to a 
finite set of exceptions, with the set of prime numbers having a degree one factor in 
K ' . Klingen shows that Kronecker equivalence does not preserve field degrees. In 
fact, he constructs arbitrarily long finite towers of fields within a given Kronecker 
class.
In 1977 Perlis [PI] introduced the notion of arithmetic equivalence: two number 
fields are arithmetically equivalent if they have the same splitting laws (see section
II. 3) and proved that two fields are arithmetically equivalent if and only if their 
Dedekind zeta functions are identical. Today we say that Gassmann gave the first 
example of non-isomorphic arithmetically equivalent fields.
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Perlis [PI] and Komatsu [Kol] have studied pairs of number fields having topo­
logically isomorphic adele rings. They show that this is a strong form of arithmetic 
equivalence. Neither of them gave a name for this idea, so in this dissertation we 
will refer to it as adelic equivalence .
1.2: A  N ew  N o tio n  o f E quivalence
The situation, then, at the start of this doctoral study, was as follows:
adelic equivalence ==> arithmetic equivalence Kronecker equivalence
and neither implication can be reversed.
It occurred to me that there was another, completely natural notion of equiv­
alence of splitting laws, one that had not been mentioned in the literature. In 
Chapter III, I define two number fields K  and K '  to be g-equivalent when the num­
ber gic(p) of prime factors of p  in K  equals the number gicip)  of prime factors 
of p  in K '  for almost all prime numbers p. Here, almost all means all, with the 
possible exception of a set of density zero. Probably the reason that this notion of 
equivalence was not studied by earlier investigators is that there is no obvious way 
to begin the study. In fact, there was no clear connection between g-equivalence 
and Kronecker equivalence.
My advisor recalled a little-known theorem of Hasse [H], Theorem 1, in which 
splitting numbers appear in double coset decompositions of certain Galois groups, 
at least for unramified primes. He suggested that it might be profitable to begin 
my investigation there. Hasse’s theorem is discussed in Chapter III, where I give a 
new and simplified proof. Moreover, my proof has the added advantage of removing 
Hasse’s assumption of “p unramified.”
Now, double cosets also arise naturally in the theory of linear permutation 
representations, that is, whenever groups act on sets. Studying these representations 
in the hope of finding some connection to splitting numbers led to the following main 
result, (III.4, Theorem 2).
T h eo rem  2 : If K  and K '  are ^-equivalent then they are arithmetically equivalent.
This theorem has many consequences, among which is the following corollary:
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C orollary : If two number fields are <7-equivalent, then they are Kronecker equiva­
lent.
This appears as Corollary 2 in Chapter III. The converse of the main theorem 
is also true, and obvious, allowing the conclusion (see Corollary 4 of Chapter III):
C oro llary : Two number fields are ^-equivalent if and only if they have identical 
Dedekind zeta functions.
As a consequence of this last corollary, it follows that knowing the splitting 
numbers g x iv )  f°r almost all prime numbers p  in fact determines the degrees of the 
prime factors of p  in K ,  for all prime numbers p, without exception. Moreover, it 
follows that the splitting numbers determine most of the arithmetic invariants of 
the field, namely the field degree, the discriminant, the unit rank and the number 
of real embeddings of the field, among other things. This is discussed in Chapter
III.
1.3: Future D irections
As far as other areas of mathematics are concerned, I would like to mention 
that the paper [P2] initiates the investigation between arithmetic equivalence and 
class numbers. Just last year, 1990, this was recast in terms of algebraic K-theory in 
[Ko2]. At the present time, the exact relationship between Dedekind zeta functions, 
class numbers, and K-groups of rings of integers remains unsettled, providing an 
intriguing area for further study.
There is another connection, by analogy, between arithmetic equivalence and 
other areas of mathematics. Namely, arithmetic equivalence can be stated in terms 
of representation theory of Galois groups (see Lemma 1 of Chapter II). In 1985, in 
a famous paper in the Annals, Sunada [Su] took the identical representation theory 
condition on abstract groups instead of on Galois groups and showed how it leads 
to examples of non-isometric Riemannian manifolds whose Laplace operators have 
the same spectrum. While the connection between arithmetic equivalence and these 
isospectral but non-isometric manifolds is only by analogy, the analogy is so striking 
that differential geometers have begun referring to the Dirichlet series built out of
the spectrum of the Laplace operator as the zeta function of the manifold. It 
worthwhile to explain this analogy further.
Chapter II - Prelim inaries
In this chapter, preliminary material is gathered together for the convenience 
of the reader.
II .l:  A lgebraic N um ber Fields
Let f ( X )  be a polynomial with coefficients in the field of rational numbers, Q. 
By adjoining a root a  of f ( X )  to dj, we obtain a field K  of finite degree over Q. 
Fields obtained in this way are called algebraic number fields. The field K  contains 
a subring, O k , called the ring of integers of K . This ring plays a role inside of 
K  similar to the role of the ring 2Z of ordinary integers inside the field of rational 
numbers. In fact, when K  =  QJ, then Ok  =  5Z- In general, O k  is a free module 
over 7L. The main difference between the rings O k  and TL is that 2Z is a unique 
factorization domain, i.e., integers factor into products of prime numbers in 2Z, and 
this is no longer generally true in the ring O k - However, Ok  is a Dedekind domain, 
meaning that there is unique factorization of (non-zero) ideals into products of 
prime ideals. As a practical m atter, this means that instead of trying to factor an 
algebraic integer a , we merely replace a  by the principal ideal o.Ok  and factor the 
ideal instead.
II.2: Splitting o f Prim es
Let p  be a prime number and K  a given algebraic number field. Then p  is an 
element in the ring O k  and generates an ideal p O k - Since O k  has considerably 
more elements that ZZ, it should not be expected that p O k  is a prime ideal. In 
general, p O k  factors as
pOK =  P ? - - - P ° ' .
The number g of distinct prime ideal factors appearing here depends on the chosen 
prime number p  and upon the given number field K , and when clarity demands, we 
write gK(p)  for 9- This number 9k {p ) is called the splitting number of p  in K. The 
exponents
el 1 ' ' ’ 5 e <7
are the multiplicities with which the various prime factors occur, and are known
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as the ramification indices. Usually one expects these ramification indices to be 
1; given K ,  only the prime numbers dividing the discriminant D k  of K  involve 
exponents greater than 1. That is, apart from a finite set of prime numbers (those 
dividing the discriminant), there are no ramification indices to speak of.
Now let Pi be any fixed prime ideal factor of p  in K ,  that is, let Pi be any of 
the prime ideals appearing above. Then the residue ring O k / P i is a finite field that 
contains TLfp. The degree of this extension of finite fields is denoted fi  and is called 
the inertia degree of Pi over p. These numbers e;, f i  and g are related.
Fundam ental Equality: For each fixed prime number p
ei f i  +  • • • +  Ggfg =  [K : (Q].
A proof may be found in [M], Theorem 21, Chapter III.
1
Here, [K : d)] is the field degree of K  over Q. The smallest that e* or f t could be is
I , so that clearly the splitting number gK(p)  is bounded by the field degree.
Now the order of the prime factors is not relevant, so we may renumber them 
in such a way that fi  < fi+i-  Then the ordered g-tuple T  =  ( f i , . . . ,  f g) is called 
the splitting type of p  in K .  For example, if [K  : Q] =  13, then saying a prime 
number p  is totally split in K  means that the splitting type of p in K  is the tupel 
T  =  ( 1 ,1 , . . . ,  1), a tupel of 13 consecutive l 's .
II.3: Splitting Laws, Bauer’s Theorem  and Kronecker Equivalence
These splitting types give us a way of talking about splitting laws. For example, 
let K  be the cyclotomic field of fifth roots of unity:
K  =  Q(o;)
where u> represents a primitive fifth root of unity. Classically, one proves that the 
prime numbers that split totally in K  are the prime numbers congruent to 1 modulo 
5. This same statement can be restated as: p  splits totally in K  if and only p  has 
splitting type (1,1,1,1) noting that this particular field K  has degree 4 over dj.
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In 1916, M. Bauer characterized normal extensions of Q in terms of certain 
special splitting types. For a given number field K ,  let
B k  =  {p \p has at least one prime factor of inertia degree 1 in K} .
Thus, B k  consists of all prime numbers whose splitting type begins with 1.
B a u e r’s T h eo rem : Let i f  be a normal extension of (IJ, and let L be any algebraic 
number field. Then K  is contained in L if and only if B k  — with a possible finite 
number of exceptions — contains Bjr,.
For a proof, see [B].
B
When both K  and L are normal, Bauer’s theorem implies, as an immediate 
corollary, that the set B k  determines the field K  completely.
In 1966, Lewis-Shinzel-Zassenhaus (see [L-S-Z]) generalized Bauer’s theorem as 
follows: They define a number field K  to be bauerian when, for any other number 
field L , some conjugate a K  of K  is contained in L if and only if B k  contains B l , 
with the possible exception of a finite number of prime numbers. Since they do not 
assume that K  is normal over Q, they must allow some conjugate a K  to appear in 
the definition above. W ith this terminology, Bauer’s theorem can be simply stated 
as: “Normal extensions of Q are bauerian.”
In 1977, Jehne introduced the notion of Kronecker equivalence. In [Jl], Jehne 
calls two number fields K  and K ' Kronecker equivalent when B k  — B k >, this 
equality with finitely-many expections. Jehne shows, among other things, that 
two number fields can be Kronecker equivalent and have different degrees over G). 
Moreover, in [K], it is shown that there can be arbitrarily long finite towers of 
number fields, any two fields in the tower being Kronecker equivalent.
I I .4  A rith m e tic  E quivalence an d  D ensity
It follows immediately from the Fundamental Equality (see section II.2 above) 
that, for fields of a given degree, there can be only finitely-many different splitting 
types T. In [PI], two number fields K  and K '  are said to be arithmetically equivalent
when, for each splitting type T, the prime numbers that split with type T  in K  
coincide with the prime numbers that split with type T  in K '.  To say that K  and 
K '  are arithmetically equivalent means that each prime number p  has the same 
collection of inertia degrees in K  as in K ' . This includes those prime numbers p  
which ramify, i.e., for which some exponent e; exceeds 1. However, this does not in 
and of itself require that these exponents match up for the two fields in the same 
way the inertia degrees match up. In fact, Perlis gave an example in [PI] of two 
arithmetically equivalent fields in which the ramification exponents do not match 
up.
In contrast to Kronecker equivalence or to Bauer’s theorem, arithemetic equiv­
alence makes no allowance for finitely-many exceptions. However, Perlis proves in 
[PI] that nothing changes if one does allow finitely-many exceptions. As a con­
sequence of my Theorem 2, it follows that nothing changes even if one allows an 
infinite set of exceptions, as long as the exceptional set has density zero. Recall the 
definition: a set S  of prime numbers is said to have (natural) density zero if the 
quotients
S n l ^ { n )  — > 0
approach 0  as a limit as n goes to oo, where sn denotes the number of prime numbers 
in the given set S  not exceeding n, and ir(n) denotes the number of prime numbers 
not exceeding n.
II .5 D edekind Zeta Functions
The Dedekind zeta function of K  is
E  w a ?  f o r s e < E
A C O k  V ’
A * {  0}
where the sum is taken over all non-zero ideals A  in O k  and N( A)  =  ( Ok '■ A)  is 
the index of A  in O k -
The most famous example of a Dedekind zeta function is that of the smallest 
number field, Q. Here, O k  is just the ordinary ring of integers, and a non-zero ideal 




Of course, this is just the famous Riemann zeta function.
II.6: D ouble C osets
Let H  and M  be subgroups of a group G. Then H  acts on G  by left translation; 
right translation defines a right action of M  on G.
Define a relation on G  by g\ ~  g2 ^  there exist h € H  and m  G M  such that 
gx =  hgim.  This is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes of this relation 
are the double cosets of G modulo (H , M ). For g G G , the equivalence class of g 
modulo (H , M)  is HgM.  Two double cosets are either equal or disjoint.
The index (G : (H , M )) will denote the number of double cosets of G modulo 
(H , M ). By choosing representatives gi £ G of these double cosets, we see that G 
is the disjoint union
G  =  U  H 9iM.
Now fix g € G. Let {hig | hi £ H, i =  1 , . . . ,  n}  be a set of representatives for 
the cosets {hgM \h G H}.  Then the double coset H g M  is the disjoint union of 
single cosets
n
H g M  =  | J  hi9M.
i— 1
II. 7: R epresentations
Let G  be a finite group and let V  be a finite dimensional vector space over a 
field F. Aut(V) denotes the group of automorphisms of V.
A finite dimensional linear representaion of G in V  (or a linear representation 
of G) is a homomorphism
p : G  -> A ut(F).
The degree of p is the dimension of V.  The automorphism p(g) is often denoted pg. 
When F =  Q, the map p is said to be a rational representation.
V  is called a representation space of G.
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If V  is a one-dimensional vector space over F , then Aut(V) can be identified 
with F*, the multiplicative group of F.
The degree 1 representation 1q ■ G  — > F* where 1 c(g)  =  1 for all g G G is 
known as the trivial representation of G.
Given a subgroup H  of G, the representation of G induced by the trivial rep­
resentation of H  is denoted 1# and is obtained as follows: Let V  be the vector 
space over F  having the basis {bgu \ gH  G G / H } ;  here G / H  is the set of left 
cosets of H  in G  and is not necessarily a group. Then 1# : G — > Aut(V) is the 
representation whose value at g' G G is the automorphism (1# )3' of V  given by
where s G G  and T r  is the trace of the automorphism p(s) G Aut(V).
For a finite group G  with a subgroup H,  the following proposition shows how 
to compute Xjg from
P ro p o s itio n  1: For each u G G,
f1#),,/ (b0H) =  bg'gH-
In this dissertation we will always consider 1g and 1^ to have the base field
F =  Q.
Two linear representations over the same base field F
p : G -*V ,  p' : G - > V '
are said to be isomorphic (p =  p') if there exists an F-linear isomorphism 
t : V  —> V' such that
r  o p3 =  p'soT fo r  s G G.
Given a linear representation p : G —► V  of G, the character of p is
Xp{s) =  Tr(p{s))
s 1u s £ H
A  proof can be found in Chapter 3 of [S], Theorem 12. |
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The following basic result holds for representations over any field of character­
istic zero:
P ro p o s itio n  2: Two representations p, p' of G , over a field of characteristic zero, 
have the same character if and only if p =  p'.
One implication is trivial; a proof of the other can be found in Chapter 2 of 
[S], Theorem 4, Corollary 2.
I
The following lemma holds for rational representations:
P ro p o s itio n  3: Let G  be a finite group Let
p : G  — > Aut  (V ) and p' : G — > Aut  (V ') be two rational representations. If 
c1 Cdim V °  =  dim V  for every cyclic subgroup C  of G, then p =  p'.
P roof: See [S], Corollary to Theorem 30', p. 104.
B
I I . 8 : H ilb e r t  T h eo ry
P ro p o s itio n  4: If N \F  is a normal extension of algebraic number fields and if P  is 
a prime in Op,  then Gal(iV|ir') permutes the primes in N  lying over P ; moreover, 
Gal(iV|F) permutes them transitively.
For a proof, see [M], Chapter 3, Theorem 23.
I
Next, let JV|(Q be a normal extension with Galois group G. Let Q\  be a prime 
ideal in O n  lying over a given prime p € 7L. The decomposition group of Q\\p is
D  =  { a e G \ a Q 1 = Q 1}.
The fixed field N p  of D  is called the decomposition field of Q\\p.
P ro p o s itio n  5: Np> is the largest of all fields L between Q and N  such that 
e(Qi n  L | p) =  f ( Q i  C\L\p) =  l .
For a proof see [M], Chapter 4, Theorem 28. i
II.9: O ther N otation
For a group G and u € G, we let uq =  {gug- 1 1 g €E G} be the conjugacy class 
of u in G.
Ga\(N\K)  denotes the Galois group of the Galois extension N \K .
For a group G acting on a set V , V G denotes the set of fixed points of the 
action.
Cg (u) =  {g E G | ug =  gu]  is the centralizer of u in G.
The cardinality of a set S  is denoted by |5 | .
Chapter III: A rithm etic Equivalence and g-Equivalence
I I I . l :  A rith m e tic  E quivalence an d  In d u ced  R ep re se n ta tio n s
In this section, arithmetic equivalence will be translated to the language of 
group theory using the notion of Gassmann equivalence. Two subgroups H, H' of 
a finite group G are Gassmann equivalent in G if \cq H H\ =  \cq ft H'\ for every 
conjugacy class cq =  {gcg~x\g G G}  in G.
In [PI], Perlis has shown that arithmetic equivalence can be stated in terms of 
Gassmann equivalence.
L em m a 1: Let K  and K '  be number fields, and let AT be a normal extension of 
Q chosen to contain both K  and K ' . Let G =  G al{N |(Q) be the Galois group of 
N  over (Q, and let H  and H' be the subgroups of G fixing K  and K ' , respectively. 
Then K  and K '  are arithmetically equivalent if and only if H  and H' are Gassmann 
equivalent in G.
This is proved as the logical equivalence of b) and d) in Theorem 1 of [PI].
I
Next, Gassmann equivalence will be shown to be the same as the equality of 
two induced representations.
L em m a 2: Let H  and H' be subgroups of a finite group G; let 1^ and 1^, be 
the linear representations of G induced by the trivial representations of H  and H' 
respectively. Then H  and H'  are Gassmann equivalent if and only if 1# =  1#,.
P roo f: Given u e  G, tu t - 1  =  sus - 1  <£> (^- 1 s) u (t- 1 s) 1 =  u (t- 1 s) G Cq (u) 
for any s , t  G G. Using Proposition 1,
-,\ -v t \ i v ' '  -v / - i \  |£g(w)I • \u g  n H\( l .i)  x 1g(«) = ]^ i 2 ^ ) = ----------- r ĵ--------
1 1 seG 1 1
s u s -1  QH
v ( \  ̂ v / -1\ \Cg {u )\ •= 2^ xhAsus ) = - - - - - j]
s u s ” 1 £ H
If H  and H' are Gassmann equivalent, then | uq H H  |= | uq fl II' | for all u in
13
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G. Because the conjugacy classes of G partition G, one sees easily that \H\ — \H'\. 
Thus X,g =  X-.g and hence 1 £  — 1 w/ •
Conversely, if 1# =  1#, then Xxa =  ^ 1^ .  In particular, X1a(e)  =  Xxg (e). 
Now use (1.1). The conjugacy class ea  =  {e} and hence \eof\H\  =  \eG^\H'\ — 1. 
It follows that \H\ =  \H'\. For all u (E G, Xjg (u) =  Xxg (u) implies |uq D H\ =H H*
\uq fi H ' \ . Therefore H  and H' are Gassmann equivalent in G.
I
Combining Lemmas 1 and 2 immediately yields, in the notation of Lemma 1:
C oro lla ry  1: K  and K '  are arithmetically equivalent if and only if 1^ =  1^,.
I
I I I .  2 In d u ced  R e p rese n ta tio n s  an d  D ouble  C osets
In this section, we establish a basic connection between fixed points of induced 
representations and double cosets. Recall that a group G  and any of its subgroups 
M  acts on the set of cosets G / H  via the induced representation 1^.
L em m a 3: Let H and M be subgroups of G. Let V  be the representation space of 
l j | .  Then the fixed points of V  under M  have dimension dim V M =  (G : (H , M )).
P roo f: Observe that (G : (H , M )) =  (G : (M , H )).  We will, in fact, show that 
dim V M =  (G : (M , H )).  The lemma is stated without this reversal because of 
the way it will be used.
V  has a basis {bgiH, ■ • •, b9nH} where n =  (G : H)  and {g i , . . . ,  gn} is a set of 
coset representatives of G /H .  Reorder the set {#i , . . .  ,gn} so that 
{di 11 < * < (G : (M ,H )) }  is a set of double coset representatives modulo (M ,H )  
in G, i. e.
(G:(M,H))
G =  ( J  M 9iH  .
i— 1
We claim that B  =  j  ^  bgjn\i  =  1, . . . , (G'  : (M ,H ) ) \  is a basis of V M.
^gjHCMgiH >
j-1
First we show that B  spans V M.
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Given v G V M, write
(2.1) v =  a ibgiH -\-------1- a nbgnH for some G(Q.
For any m  G M,
( 2 .2 )  v  — Tfiv — o i\brngl j j  -f* • • • -J- OLn bm gn j j .
For a fixed index i with 1 < i  < n, we have mgiH  =  g jH  for some j  depending on 
i and m  with 1 <  j  < n. Since {bgin , . • •, b9nH} is a basis for V, comparing (2.1) 
and (2.2) we see that a j  — on. For i still fixed, as m  runs over M,  we see that 
a j  — ai  for all j  =  1, . . .  ,n  with g jH  C MgiH.  This means that B  spans V M.
The set B  is a linearly independent set because the double cosets modulo (M, H) 
partition the set of (single) cosets modulo H  and {bgiu, • • •, bgnii}  is a basis for V.
Therefore B  is a basis for V M and thus dim V M =  (G  : (M , H )).
I
III.3: H asse’s Theorem
The previous sections of this chapter have connected arithmetic equivalence 
to Gassmann equivalence, Gassmann equivalence to induced representations and 
induced representations to double cosets. In this section, we thicken the plot by 
proving a connection between double cosets and splitting numbers. This result 
generalizes a theorem found in [H] by removing Hasse’s assumption “p unramilied.” 
However, I still will refer to this result as “Hasse’s Theorem.”
Theorem  1: Let N |Q be a normal extension with Galois group G. Let H  be a 
subgroup of G  and K  be the fixed field of H.  Let p be a prime number and let 
Q i , . . . ,  Q s be the primes in N  lying over p. Let D  be the decomposition group of 
Qi\p.  Then
(a) S k ( p )  =  ( G : ( H , D ) ) .
(b) For g G G we have \HgD\ =  |IL| • eifi where gQ\  =  Qi ,
ei is the ramification index e(Qi  fl K  \ Qi H Q) and 
fi  is the inertia degree f (Q i  fl K  | Qi fl (Q).
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P ro o f  o f T h eo re m  1: Let p O k  =  P f 1 • • • Pga be the prime factorization of p 
in K .  Here g =  gK{p)• We want to show that gxip)  is also the number of double 
cosets of G  mod (H, D ). For this, let Q i , . . . , Q a be all of the prime factors of p  in 
N.  Choose gi so that giQ\ =  Qi. Then {g \ , . . .  ,gs } is a set of coset representatives 
for G /D .  We will show that Qi and Qj  lie over the same prime of K if and only 
if the corresponding double cosets are equal, i.e. HgiD =  H g jD  . From this the 
desired equality gic(p) — (G : (H , D )) follows at once.
Suppose HgiD =  HgjD.  Letting HgiD  act on Qi  yields
(HgiD ) Q 1 = H g i ( Q 1) =  HQi
and similarly
H g jD Q i  =  H Q  j.
Hence
HQi =  HQj.
Now, HQi  is the union of all of the prime ideals of N  lying over Qi fl K ,  by 
Proposition 4. So
Qi n K  = HQi O K  — H Q j  n K  =  Qj  n K,
and thus Qi and Qj  lie over the same prime of K.
Conversely, suppose Qi and Qj lie over the same prime of K .  Fix h € H. By 
Proposition 4, there is an h! G H  such that h'Qj — hQi. Then
g~l h ~ l hgi{Qi) =  gJ^h'^hiQi)  =  g j ' i Q j )  =  Qi
and thus hgiD =  h'gjD. Therefore, HgiD  fl H g jD  ^  0, and thus HgiD  =  HgjD.
Hence Qi and Qj  lie over the same prime of K  if and only if HgiD =  HgjD.  
Therefore gicip) — {G : (H , D )), proving (a).
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For the proof of (b), fix an index i. The following notation is used:
p  is a rational prime.
Qi C N  is a prime lying over p, as above.
Di  is the decomposition group of Qi for iV|Q; N d { is the decomposition field. 
Q i n ( K - N Di) =  Wi 
Q i O K  =  Pi 
Qi fl Noi  =  Ui
Qi  n  ( K  n  n d .) =  P i n U i  =  qi
N Qi
k - n d V-
K N Di Ui
K  n n d Qi
Q p
Figure 1: Fields of Theorem 1. Figure 2: Prim es o f Theorem 1.
We begin by proving 
C laim : \HDi\  =  \H\eifi  where
ei =  e(Qi H K  | Qi (~l Q) =  e(Pi |p) and 
fi  =  f ( Q i n K \ Q i n < H )  =  f(Pi\p) .
By Proposition 5, e{Ui\p) =  f(Ui\p) =  1. Therefore, e(Ui\qi) • e(qi\p) =  
e(Ui\p) =  1. Thus
(4.1) e(Ui\qi) =  e(5i|p) =  1.
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Let D /  be the decomposition group of Qi for N \K .  Note that D /  — H  fl Di, 
since D /  =  {a  G H \a ( Q i )  =  Qi}.  Now N^.i  is the fixed field of H  D D i , so 
N Di. = K - N Di.
Thus
(4 .2 ) e(Wi\Pi) =  f(Wi\Pi) =  1 .
Then
(4 .3 ) e(Wi\p) =  e{Wi\Pi)e(Pi\qi)e(qi\p) =  1 • e ^ )  • 1 =  e(P;|p)
Also
(4 .4 ) e(Wi\p) =  e(Wi\Ui)e(Ui\qi)e(qi\p) =  e(Wi\Ui) • 1 • 1 =  e(Wi\Ui)
Thus,
e(Pi\p) =  e(Wi\Ui).
Similarly,
m \ p )  =  f m u i ) .
Hence to show \HDi\ =  \H\eifi  =  \H\e(Pi\p)f(Pi\p),  it suffices to show
(4 .5 ) Show : \HDi\ =  \H\e(Wi\Ui)f  (Wi\Ui)
Now,
ua\  i f f DI  =  J £ !!£ iL
 ̂ "  \H  n  Z>;[
and
\Di\ W : N Di]
* * [JV : ■ N p , ] [ D' '
But Qi  is the only prime in N  lying over Ui since is the decomposition field 
for (Qi|p), so we have
(4 .8 ) [K ■ N Di : JVA ] =  e ( jy < |D i) / ( W i |Di)
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Combining (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) we get \HDi\ =  \H\e(W i\Ui)f (W i\Ui) .  This 
shows that (4.5) holds, thus proving the claim.
To finish the proof of (b), fix g € G  and note that gDg~l =  D i , the decompo­
sition group of Qi for N |Q where gQ\  =  Qi.
Then
\HgD\ =  iH g D g -1] =  \HDi\ =  \H\e(Qi D K \Q { n  Q) • f (Q i  n  K \Q i  n  Q)
by the above claim, thus proving the theorem.
I
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III.4: M ain Theorem
We now come to the main theorem:
Theorem  2: If K  and K '  are g-equivalent algebraic number fields, then K  and K'  
are arithmetically equivalent.
Proof:
Let N |Q be a normal extension containing K  and K'.  Let H  =  G a l (K |Q) and 
let H' =  Gal{K'\<§).
We will show that g-equivalence implies that 1# =  1%, and then appeal to 
Corollary 1 of section III.l.
Let S  =  {p € TL \p is prime, qk (P) ^  9k > (P)}• The set S  is finite.
Let C  be any cyclic subgroup of G. Since C  is a decomposition group for a 
set of primes of positive density by the Frobenius density theorem, there is a prime 
p  ^ S  with decomposition group C. Since p S  we have g x  {p) =  9 K '  (p)-
By Theorem 1, 9k  (p) =  (G : {H, C)). And by Lemma 3, (G : (H , C )) =  
dim V c , where V  is the representation space for 1^. So
9k (p ) =  dim V ° .
Similarly
9K'(P) =  dim V'C
where V' is the representation space for 1^,.
Thus dim V c  — dim V'c  for every cyclic subgroup C C G , so 1^ =  l | /  
by Proposition 3. So, by Corollary 1 of Lemma 1, K  and K '  are arithmetically 
equivalent.
I
Corollary 2: If two number fields K  and K '  are g-equivalent, then they are Kro- 
necker equivalent.
Proof: Recall that Kronecker equivalence means that B k  =  Bk'  , with at most 
finitely-many exceptions, where B k  =  {p £ TL\p has a factor of degree 1 in K ) .
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Fix p  G and let T  be the splitting type of p  in K.  By assumption, T  is an 
ordered tupel beginning with 1. By the main theorem, K  and K '  are arithmetically 
equivalent so T  is also the splitting type of p  in K ' . Thus, with no exceptions, p  has 
a factor of degree 1 in K ' .
The converse follows by symmetry.
I
The converse of Theorem 2 is also true, and easy. For citation purposes, it is 
listed as
C oro lla ry  3: If two number fields K  and K '  are arithmetically equivalent, then 
they are g-equivalent.
P roo f: Fix a prime number p.  Let T  be the splitting type of p  in K ; then T  is 
a <7^  (p)-tupel. But T  is simultaneously the splitting type of p  in K ' , so T  is a 
9 k > (p)-tupel. Hence these splitting numbers coincide, and since p  was arbitrary, it 
follows that K  and K '  are g-equivalent.
1
W ith Corollary 3, we have:
C oro lla ry  4: Two number fields are g-equivalent if and only if they have identical 
Dedekind zeta functions.
P roo f: Apply Theorem 2 with Theorem 1 of [PI].
I
The following corollary is essentially a restatement of Theorem 2:
C oro lla ry  5: Let S  be a set of prime numbers of density zero. If pif(p) =  gK'(p) 
for all prime numbers p  outside of S  then the splitting types of all prime numbers 
p  coincide for K  and K',  without exception. In particular, the splitting numbers 
coincide without exception.
P roof: This follows immediately from Theorem 2.
I
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Corollary 5 was presented to introduce the following example:
Suppose K  and K '  are fields and suppose p  is a prime number having splitting 
type (1, 1, 2, 3) in K  and having splitting type (1, 2, 2, 2) in K ' . Then by examining 
this one prime, which has the same splitting number in K  and K \  we can conclude 
that there is a set of prime numbers, not having density zero, for which the splitting 
numbers in K  and K '  differ.
This chapter closes by stating a corollary that follows immediately from Corol­
lary 4 and known facts about Dedekind zeta functions (see Theorem 1 of [PI]). 
The purpose in stating it is tha t it is difficult to imagine how this could be proved 
without the use of my main theorem, Theorem 2.
C oro lla ry  6 : If K  and K '  are g-equivalent, then K  and K '  share the following 
arithmetic invariants: Discriminants D k  =  D k > , field degree [K : Q] =  [K' : Q], 
isomorphic unit groups Uk  — Uk >, number of real embeddings t k  =  and same 
normal closure N  over Q.
I
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